PROCESS CONTROL FOR LIGHTPROOF RESISTANCE OF BEER
Brewhouse & Yeast Management
Conventional hopping (-)

Aging Through Finishing
10 &/or 20 filtrations not preceded by non- lightproof formulation (+)

CIP treatments of kettle before lightproof formulations (+)

Residual trub in lines (-)

Bright beer tanks CIPed &/or water rinsed (+)

Yeast recovered from high BU formulations (-)

Wort mixtures (-)

Surge/accumulator tanks emptied, cleaned & rinsed (+)

Repitching lightproof to lightproof (+)

Beer to beer push-outs if one not lightproof (-)

Beer in yeast slurries from hopped formulations (-)

High solids pitching yeast (+)

Bright tanks CIPed/or H2O rinsed (+)
Beer DO (+)....slows photoactivation.

Open yeast brinks exposed to light (-)
Tank/line transfers & mixing (-)
Washing, debittering yeast slurry (+)

Inspecting hot wort tanks for trub residuals
before lightproof brews (+)
First brews of week more "lightstruck" in flavor (-)

Actinic radiation treatment (410 - 450 nm) of
wort to degrade riboflavin to <0.2 ppm (+)

Quest's patent on the use of riboflavin binding proteins e.g..
RBP from chicken egg white or Flavodoxin from Anabaena ,
Azobacter or Desulfovibro (+)

Darker beers (+)
Bottle thickness (+)
Oxygen scavengers (-)

Bill of Materials

Water rinsing of beer transfer lines (+)

Tank lights left on (-)!

Packaging material preventing exposure of flint packaged beer to light
(+) (e.g.. paper wraps, enclosed cartons,
UV coatings on bottles).

For amber bottles, specify light transmission values at 500 and 550 nm.
Label size (+)

Oxygen (+)

Effect on Lightproof
Resistance of Beer

Melanoidins/Carmel Coloring (+)...slows photoactivation.
Miller: methyl-3-methyl-2-butene-disulfide also imparts
skunky character from photooxidation.
Photochemical activation of riboflavin initiates lightstruck (-)

Asahi says 3-MBT (3-Methyl-2-butene-1-thiol) flavor threshold is 4-35
ppt..detect by purge/trap and GC/MS.

IAA Contaminated reduced
hop extracts (-)
H2S, Sulfur amino acids (-)

Rinsing of entire fass system (+)

Flint bottles (-), amber (+). Amber bottles decrease light <560 nm (+)

Cysteine & H2 S proven sulfur donors (-)
1,8 - Cineole Antioxidant (+)

Blending of rest beer (-)

Run order
of beers (+/-)

Bottom cropping (-)

Schedule lightproof formulations as the start-up brews
after cleaning (+)

[ Melanoidins & caramel color ] ....(+) as absorb light.

Tank stumps (-)

High trub content in pitching yeast (-)

Wort lines rinsed before lightproof brewing (+)

Reduced hop extracts (+)

Inadvertent beer mixing (-)

Centrifuge recovery of yeast (+)

MBT flavor threshold is 0.2-0.4 ppt in water…2 ppt in beer.
Miller: use of patented alpha and IAA free hop product to add to
beers produced with reduced hop extracts (US Pat # 20030185933
A1) to impart sensory characteristics (e.g. mouthfeel) associated
with conventional hopping.
Did you know........Europe/Japan have no skunks ...call
"leek-like" instead!

McGarrity concludes 3-MBT formed via two mechanisms… i) riboflavin
photooxidation of isoacids to 3-MBT free radical which abstracts sulfur to form
3-MBT and ii) the intermediate 3-MBT free radical is formed directly by fragmentation
of photochemically excited isohumulones.
Better correlation of lightstruck prevention using ACTUAL wavelength transmission rather
than CORRECTED transmission.
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